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Who will win the InsurTech arms race?

The insurance ecosystem is experiencing growth and innovation like never before. Last year alone, US$7 billion was invested in InsurTech which has risen beyond the hype to become a mainstay in the business making heads turn. Some US$75billion is expected to be invested in the next five years as every big investor eyes a slice of the $5trillion global gross premiums. The numbers are big.

But most insurers remain focused on enhancing legacy systems, products and business models while just tinkering with disruptions. It is the InsurTech brigade that is forcing insurers to sit up and rethink the business models. Some insurers are rising fast to get to ahead of the tech curve to get technology to drive their business. And this is not a pipe dream as already there are digital insurers and traditional insurers who are using tech to get more customer-centric and win new business and customers. Competition is intensifying as insurers are jostling for position with big tech and super apps on board. Will everyone getting a fair slice of this multibillion pie? Are you as insurer ready? Are you as InsurTech or startup ready to dazzle the crowd or change the packing order?

Join us for our 5th Asia InsurTech Summit to meet insurers, founders, investors, and experts that are spearheading the industry’s digital transformation and shaping the future of the insurance ecosystem. This curated panel of experts will each share their unique perspectives on the current state of InsurTech, where the industry is headed, as well as how to gear up for scale in the competitive insurance landscape.
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Meet the most promising and practical InsurTech solutions from across the globe
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Prepping for digital transformation - Change management walk-through
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Attracting Digital Talent
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Meet the most promising and practical InsurTech solutions from across the globe

Kickstarting and moving beyond your PoC journey

Evaluating the Various Entrances to InsurTech

Learn from the Best

MEET WITH THE MOST INNOVATIVE INSURERS AND STARTUPS
Key topics

Product Innovation and Technology
- New World, New Customers – How Insurers Adapt to Disruptive Customers
- Neo Insurers – Will incumbents catch up or risk being disappear
- Legal Challenges and Opportunities for Blockchain and Smart Contracts
- Can Blockchain go Mainstream?
- Best Practices for Embracing AI
- Which Technology works and which just Buzzwords?
- Digital & Connected Health Technology Solutions
- Actuarial and Future of Financial Modelling
- The rise of e-wallets/mobile payment platforms and how insurers can work with this new form of financial inclusion
- Special High Level Panel on What drives the insurance business: Technology or Insurance

Panel: Innovation Trends in InsurTech 2020
- Trends and Technologies that are looking to disrupt in
- Players to watch out

Panel: Creating New Insurance Digital Customer Experience
- Capitalise on the expertise to improve digital experience
- Shift mindset from a technology first to customer in mind

Operations

Panel: Lead Transformation in Rapid Changing Environment
- Strategy to keep competitive edge
- How disruption is redefining leadership

Distribution
- How InsurTech can close the Protection Gap
- Insurance Distribution in Future - Intermediated or direct?
- From Competing to Partnering
- Does incumbent and insurtech partnership change the potential of radical change?
- Intermediaries in the Digital Age

Piloting Proof of Concept
- Investors Panel Discussion: In Search of a Unicorn
- Investors approaching the InsurTech market today
- What drawing their attention?
- Way to enabling startups to disrupt in heavily regulated market
- Fireside Chat: Overcoming obstacles for startup success - What makes a great startup?
WHO ATTENDS

By Industry
- Insurers, Reinsurers: 41%
- Service Providers: 18%
- Regulator, Government: 12%
- Startups, Investors, Technical Providers: 24%
- Others: 5%

By Title
- C-Level, Chairman, President, Founder, Co-Founder: 20%
- BOD, Managing Director, Regional Director: 17%
- Head of Business, General Manager: 19%
- SVP, VP, AVP, Manager: 30%
- Others: 14%